South Africa Country Report: Private Healthcare Providers in South Africa

Description: MEDpages, a proven leader within the Healthcare customer data environment have partnered with Analytix BI, Healthcare market research and consumer intelligence specialists, to produce South Africa’s most comprehensive Private Healthcare Provider report.

The 80-page report is an essential reference guide for anyone in the South African Healthcare Sector with graphs, frequency tables and insights.

It provides answers to the following key questions:

1) Private Medical Practitioners: How many are active? Which medical services? Dispensing? Where are they located? Who are they e.g. age, gender, language? How do I target them effectively?

2) Private Hospitals: What is the provincial coverage relative to medical aid population? What is the geographic coverage of Netcare, Life Healthcare and Medi-Clinic?

3) Pharmaceutical Industry: Who are the most popular Distributors and Wholesalers used by retail pharmacies, private hospitals? Geographic distribution of Pharmacy Groups e.g. UPD, Script Pharm?

Why purchase this market research report?

- The report focuses on consumer-based intelligence – the most valuable brand asset
- Provides a comprehensive analysis of the “big picture” with consumer/market trends
- 80 page report with 150+ charts, graphs, tables
- Salient points and key insights are highlighted and summarised in comment boxes on each page
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